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Housekeeping

This event scheduled to run for up to 1.5 hours

We will be using breakout rooms for small group discussions

It will not be recorded, nor notes taken

We ask you to switch off video and microphone during presentations

Please use chat function for feedback and questions



• Session about informing and supporting draft NPF4 
process

• Purpose - to assist responses to the formal 
consultation

• Comments made do not constitute formal responses

• Share your local & sectoral knowledge

• Listen to other perspectives, be collaborative

• Focus on themes at National Planning Framework level

Ground Rules



Today’s Agenda

• Introduction

• NPF4 Background
• Productive Places Context 
• Two Small Group Discussions (4 Policy Areas)
• Plenary Discussion
• Responding to the Formal Consultation

• Next Steps



Productive Places
NPF4 Background



NPF4 | Process

January – April 2020 Call for Ideas
November 2020 Position Statement
2021 Analysis of Responses and preparing 

Draft NPF4
December 2021 – March 2022 Draft NPF4 laid in Parliament

Formal consultation on Draft NPF4
April 2022 Analysis of formal responses
Summer 2022 Approval and adoption expected

(subject to Parliament process)

November



NPF4 | Why is it going to be so important?

• Contains national planning policies
• Will be part of the Development Plan
• Key factor in deciding planning 

applications
• Sets targets for the use of land for 

housing
• National Developments
• Integration of policy delivery



National Spatial Strategy

• Our spatial strategy is a 
shared vision that will 
guide future development 
in a way which reflects 
our overarching spatial 
principles. 

• Each part of Scotland can 
contribute to realising this 
shared vision.



National Developments

• Islands Hub for Net Zero
• Industrial Green Transition 

Zones
• Pumped Hydro Storage
• Hunterston Strategic Asset
• Chapelcross Power Station 

Redevelopment
• Strategic Renewable 

Electricity Generation and 
Transmission Infrastructure
• High Speed Rail



Draft NPF4 Shared Vision
The national spatial strategy sets out a shared vision where each part 
of Scotland can be planned and developed to create:

Sustainable places
where we reduce emissions, restore and better 
connect biodiversity

Liveable places
where we can live better, healthier lives

Productive places
where we have a greener, fairer and more 
inclusive wellbeing economy

Distinctive places
where we recognise and work with our assets



Spatial Principles

Underpinning the national spatial 
strategy are a series of spatial principles:
• compact growth
• local living
• balanced development
• conserving and recycling assets
• urban and rural synergy
• just transition



Productive Places
Small Group Discussions 
Plenary Discussion



Productive Places
“Our future places will attract new 
investment, build business confidence, 
stimulate entrepreneurship and facilitate 
future ways of working – improving 
economic, social and environmental 
wellbeing.”



“We want our places to support new and expanded businesses and investment, stimulate 
entrepreneurship and promote alternative ways of working in order to achieve a green 
recovery and build a wellbeing economy.”

Policy 16: Business & Employment

Q37: Do you agree that this policy ensures places support new and expanded businesses and investment, 
stimulate entrepreneurship and promote alternative ways of working in order to achieve a green recovery and 
build a wellbeing economy?

Discussion Prompts:
• Land allocations for business and employment should support a greener, fairer and more 

inclusive wellbeing economy.
• Business, general industrial, storage and distribution uses should be either compatible

with primary use of an area, or of a scale and type that is compatible.
• Impacts on environment, wellbeing, inequalities, air quality, access, parking and traffic.



“We want our places to inspire people to visit Scotland, and to support sustainable tourism 
which benefits local people and is consistent with our net zero and nature commitments.”

Policy 17: Sustainable Tourism

Q38: Do you agree that this policy will help to inspire people to visit Scotland, and support sustainable tourism 
which benefits local people and is consistent with our NetZero and nature commitments?

Discussion Prompts:
• Tourism recognised for role in supporting viable, sustainable and diverse local economies
• Proposals in areas currently under pressures should demonstrate alleviating pressure or 

ability to alleviate
• Hut proposals where these are compatible in nature and scale with surroundings 

supported - and developed in line with good practice guidance



“We want our places to reflect and facilitate enjoyment of, and investment in, our collective 
culture and creativity.”

Policy 18: Culture & Creativity

Q39: Do you agree that this policy supports our places to reflect and facilitate enjoyment of, and investment in, 
our collective culture and creativity?

Discussion Prompts:
• LDPs should support and recognise “opportunities for jobs and investment in the creative 

sector, culture, heritage and arts.”
• Creative workspace and venues that utilise vacant buildings to be supported.
• Loss of cultural venues should not be supported unless demonstrating loss of viability or 

need, or replacement of equal or greater value.
• “Agent of change principle” – development near cultural venues is responsible for 

mitigation (e.g. noise insulation etc).



“We want our all of our places to be digitally connected.”

Policy 23: Digital Infrastructure

Q44: Do you agree that this policy ensures all of our places will be digitally connected?

Discussion Prompts:
• LDPs should support delivery of digital infrastructure – particularly where there are gaps
• New development should include “appropriate, universal and futureproofed” digital 

infrastructure
• Delivery of new digital infrastructure should be supported especially when 

demonstrating alignment with local or national digital roll-out policy



Business & Employment
Sustainable Tourism
Culture & Creativity
Digital Infrastructure

Please feed back your headlines from each group discussion in the chat.

In groups of 5-6 please discuss the following policy themes for 15 minutes:
What are the merits? Is there anything missing?

Group Discussion 1



"We want our places to support continued expansion of low-carbon and net zero energy 
technologies as a key contributor to net zero emissions by 2045.”

Policy 19: Green Energy

Q40: Do you agree that this policy will ensure our places support continued expansion of low-carbon and net 
zero energy technologies as a key contributor to net zero emissions by 2045?

Discussion Prompts:

• LDPs should aim for full green energy potential incl. extension & repowering of existing sources

• Wind farms will not be supported in National Parks & National Scenic Areas; will  be supported 
elsewhere subject to acceptability of impacts (including cumulative)

• Small scale renewables should be supported 
• Solar arrays supported subject amenity, road/aviation safety and historic asset impacts 

• Scale & area impacts set out in 17 categories (point k) must be taken into account as appropriate



“We want our places to be more resource efficient, and supported by services and facilities 
that help to achieve a circular economy.”

Policy 20: Zero Waste

Q41: Do you agree that this policy will help our places to be more resource efficient, and to be supported by 
services and facilities that help to achieve a circular economy?

Discussion Prompts:
• LDPs should identify appropriate locations for circular economy infrastructure
• Development proposals should reduce/reuse/recycle materials in line with the Waste 

Hierarchy
• National/Major developments - extra requirements incl. defining how much waste will 

be generated and how this will be managed on site
• Waste infrastructure/facilities (except energy from land fill) should be supported subject 

to factors incl. environmental and amenity criteria



“We want to support investment in aquaculture and minimise its potential impacts on the 
environment.”

Policy 21: Sustainable Aquaculture

Q42: Do you agree that this policy will support investment in aquaculture and minimise its potential impacts on 
the environment?

Discussion Prompts:

• LDPs should guide new aquaculture to areas that meet industry need and take account of 
environmental impact

• Salmon/trout open pen fish farms are not supported on North and East Coasts

• Aquaculture development proposals should be supported where they comply with LPD and 
National/Regional  Marine Plans

• Fish farm proposals should manage operational impacts have appropriate siting/design



“We want to support the sustainable management of resources and to minimise the 
impacts of extraction of minerals on communities and the environment.”

Policy 22: Minerals

Q43: Do you agree that this policy will support the sustainable management of resources and minimise the 
impacts of extraction of minerals on communities and the environment?

Discussion Prompts:

• LDPs should support the 10 year land bank in relevant market areas while promoting sustainable 
resource management

• Planning applications to produce fossil fuels only to be supported in exceptional circumstances

• Unconventional oil and gas development not to be supported
• Sustainable extraction of aggregates proposals should be supported where they avoid adverse 

amenity/environmental impacts, & have mitigation/restoration schemes in place 



Green Energy
Zero Waste
Sustainable Aquaculture
Minerals

Please feed back your headlines from each group discussion in the chat.

In groups of 5-6 please discuss the following policy themes for 15 minutes:
What are the merits? Is there anything missing?

Group Discussion 2



Plenary Discussion
Put your top 3 headlines into chat



Draft NPF4
Responding to the Formal 
Consultation



Responding to the Formal Consultation

• Please use Scottish Government Citizen’s 
Space consultation portal
• You don’t need to answer every question
• Explain what you support or what gives 

you concern - and why
• Please make clear, focused points
• Please refer to specific policy or plan
• If appropriate - try to arrange a group 

discussion to inform response

Citizen’s Space portal



Responding to the Formal Consultation

• Click here to access 
consultation portal when 
you receive your post-event 
email

• Deadline 31st March
please give yourself plenty 
time to respond

Consultation Overview Consultation Portal

https://consult.gov.scot/local-government-and-communities/draft-national-planning-framework-4/consultation/subpage.2016-07-07.1474135251/


Any clarifications/questions?



NPF4
Next Steps



Programme of Events



NPF4 Next Steps

• Events until 10th March
• Your responses by 31st March
• Analysis of responses in April 2022
• Approval and adoption expected Summer 2022 

(subject to Parliament process)



Thank you
We are keen to receive your feedback

about these NPF4 events.

Please use link in the chat, our post-event email, or 
click here to provide feedback.

https://forms.office.com/r/j3yaTz0s5G

